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From long and lean to resilient and local

Supply chains are facing competing pressures

Long and
lean

Resilient
and local

And this is keenly felt in the battery metals sector
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Battery metals subject to a wide range of variables; hence high uncertainty
Moving from
long/lean to
resilient/local

Changing policy
framework
Managing
battery
supply chain
criticality

•
•
•
•

New materials/suppliers
Requirement to map + understand new industries
Locational mismatch in minerals & intermediates availability
China’s head start

•

Management of emissions include embedded emissions,
reaching all the way up through company’s supply chain
Social – appropriate use of labour in all parts of chain

•

Need for high
transparency

Investment choices
and trigger points

•
•

Retaining and attracting appropriately skilled employees
ROI for internal investment in transparency can be high with
little immediate benefit

•
•

Industry choices over capital efficient solutions
From continuous improvement to speedy step changes
potentially with government support
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ESG is driving major strategic responses across the value chain
Global Community

Policy Makers

Investors

73 asset managers representing 36%
of global assets under management

Paris Climate
Accord
2016

EU aims to be climateneutral by 2050

USA plans for carbon
neutrality by 2050

China commits to carbon
neutrality by 2060

March 2020

March 2021

September 2020

Producers

Net Zero Asset
Managers initiative
December 2020

Consumers
Carbon neutral by 2040
Net zero by 2040

BHP pledges net zero
emissions by 2050
Aug 2020

Net zero by 2050

Net zero by 2050
Net zero by 2050

Apple commits to being
carbon neutral
by 2030
June 2020

Carbon free electricity by
2030
Zero emissions across
global operations by 2040
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China has head start in EV production – resilient and local
China expected to retain dominance in global New
Energy Vehicles (NEV) sales (Regional LDV sales, 2015 –
2045, %)
China
North America
% NEV from global LDVs

100%

1. Existing investments in raw material chains beyond
China
2. Dominance in existing supply chains; E.g. all stages
in REE -> Magnets -> Motors
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3. Development of nickel resources in Asia means raw
material supplies are far from North America;
However growth of circular economy will over time
support localisation
4. China’s head start in scaling up EV production gives
them a cost advantage and purchase of Brands may
enable faster penetration
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Unique opportunity for Chinese auto sector to conquer more mature markets?
LHS: % of NEV by region / RHS: % NEV from global LDVs
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Big question marks loom for cobalt in particular
China controls 83% of cobalt
chemical supply

Russia:
2.8%

Global cobalt chemical supply, %
Other
Finland

Cuba:
3.0%
By 2020, >75% of the world’s
cobalt will come from the DRC.
•
•
•
•

Child labour issues
Political unrest
Resource nationalisation
Logistics and infrastructure
woes
• Ebola?

DRC:
73.4%

Philippines:
3.3%

China

Australia:
3.7%
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By 2025, expanded gigafactory capacity in EU will reduce dependence on China for cells, but
substantial buildout of PCAM capacity
would be required to redirect supply lines from Asia
Europe 2025

2025

Co
LiOH

New/expanded capacity

NiSO4

39 GWh LIB cell
manufacturing capacity

53,500 tonnes
PCAM capacity

Co

world total

+439 GWh

33% of
world total

6% of
world total

+123,000
tonnes

6% of
world total

NiSO4

65,000 tonnes nickel
sulphate capacity

6% of
world total

+200,000
tonnes

9% of
world total

Nickel sulphate
LiOH

LiOH

7% of

NiSO4
LiOH

PCAM

NiSO4

2025

NiSO4

Existing capacity

Gigafactories

2020

Co

Lithium hydroxide

No lithium hydroxide

0% of
world total

+25,000
tonnes LCE

5% of

+50 tonnes

6% of
world total

Cobalt
Co*

6,650 tonnes cobalt
*includes Russia

PCAM – Pre curser active materials
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world total

3% of
world total
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N. America technically does mine enough nickel to meet EV demand out to 2030…
…provided entire mined output, including Cuba, realigned to supply only EVs, which is unrealistic
Future self-sufficiency in cobalt and lithium much more dependent on projects
Metal usage in EVs sold in North America (kt)
250

Ni

Co

Li

200

150

Current Ni production:
• 245kt mined inc. Cuba
• 185kt mined excl. Cuba
• 130kt finished nickel
• 3kt nickel sulphate
Current Li production:
• 17kt lithium carbonate and hydroxide
• 8kt ‘mined’ in USA, remainder uses
Argentina raw materials

100

50

0
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Current Co production:
• 4-5kt cobalt metal
• 0kt cobalt sulphate

…but realistically total self-sufficiency would need new mine supply
Data: CRU
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North America has serious gaps in the supply chain between mine and EVs
Anode, separator,
electrolyte etc

Manganese

Nickel mining
and processing

Nickel sulphate

Tiny existing capacity.
NiSO4 capacity not too hard to
add by itself but would need
either new mines or to divert
exports and/or nickel supplied to
other sectors (e.g. aerospace) for
feedstock; value of adding
NiSO4 is diminished without inregion offtake from next step in
supply chain

Precursors

Cobalt

Cathode
active
material

Cells

Battery
pack

EVs

Lithium

Some cobalt metal
production in Canada,
but no cobalt sulphate
Small domestic
at present, small
lithium production
capacity relative to
relative to future
future usage, limited
use in EVs;
project pipeline; existing
numerous projects
chemical capacity
in Canada and USA
dominated by China

Tesla stated plan to construct
own precursor & CAM plant at
most recent ‘battery day’. Also
some junior developers of CAM
projects in Canada.

Only a small amount of
existing capacity outside
of Tesla.

New and existing nickel miners targeting this space need a route to market
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Challenges remain
Long and lean
China’s head start
• Has provided a cost advantage and allowed them to dominate
at nearly all levels of the supply chain.

EU and N. America lag behind in critical
parts of the supply chain
• The two regions account for only marginal percentages of
mine supply, PCAM capacity, and cell manufacturing..

Reliance on China will be reduced in
some areas, but remain in others
• While the EU will become less dependent on China for battery
cells, it will remain reliant on China for precursors. North
America may see investment in mining but will still have a gap
in the middle of the supply chain.

Resilient and local
In order for supply chains to become more localised, it would
require not only changes at a policy level, but alterations in
the behaviour of OEMs, producers, project developers, and
potentially even consumers:
•

Measuring and managing Scope 1,2 and 3 emissions

•

Efforts to recycle more efficiently

•

More transparency

•

Innovation in technology and processing routes

•

OEM partnerships with upstream JVs

•

Change from gradual improvement to step change
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